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Junior forward Kim Argy's goal tn double 
overtime lifts JMV to a 3-2 victory over 
the Gamecocks Sunday. 
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BY GEARY COX 
news editor 
The Student Government 
Association will focus on (our 
major initiatives in the coming 
weeks: Sept. 11, 2001, memo- 
rial activities, voter registra- 
tion, SGA elections and public- 





said that ■——•-——■«= 
beyond 
SGA's current project of regis- 
tering students to vote, it will 
continue its information sta- 
tion in Taylor Hall room 203. 
"Any student can walk in 
at any time during the day and 
find out how to register, how 
to vote and who the candidates 
are," Culligan said. 
Memorial services also will 
be held in remembrance of the 
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks. 
"Hopefully this year will 
take a positive spin," Culligan 
said. "We want to know how 
[the terrorist attacks] unified 
the campus. 
"This will be our last year 
hosting memorial events," he 
added. "This year's seniors will 
be the last class here at JMU 
during the terrorist attacks." 
The SGA also will work 
to increase publicity of the 
HOV parking lot available to 
commuters with two or more 
passengers. 
Additionally, election reg- 
istration packets for SGA 
senators and representatives 
are available via the SGA Web 
site, sga.jmu.edu. 
Senior Alka Franceschi, 
vice president of student 
affairs, is organizing the pur- 
chase and distribution of the 
Purple Out Homecoming T- 
shirts. "I am hoping to have 
more Purple Out T-shirts 
available, with a better way of 
handing them out," she said. 
The popular shirts are 
distributed during the 
Homecoming pep rally and 
distribution has been prob- 
lematic, Franceschi said. 
Senior JohnAlex Golden, 
vice president of Administrative 
Affairs, will begin appointing 
student members to university 
committees in two weeks. The 
positions to the media board, 
which makes policy decisions 
affecting student publications, 
parking advisory and several 
academic committees, will be 
filled following an application 
process. 
"We're looking for commit- 
ted students who are passion- 
ate about the positions they're 
applying to," Golden said. 
Applications will be avail- 
able Aug. 31 for all appoint- 






BY KATIE O'DOWD 
contributing writer 
Safe Rides, a program that 
sponsors designated drivers, 
will begin a membership drive 
and training drivers this fall. 
The program is a designated 
driving service that will pro- 
vide free safe rides home to any 
student who may need one. 
"I think the program is i 
great way to prevent drunk 
driving and to ensute the 
safety of JMU student* and 
the community," sophomore 
Kathryn Newman said. 
Renal cars will be used 
and each will have a male 
and female pair, one driving 
and the other navigating. Any 
student who is 18 and in good 
academic standing (2.0 GPAl is 
eligible to join the program. 
Tune commitment to Sate 
Rides is flexible, as members 
will be required to work no 
more than two times a month, 
according to the organization. 
"I decided to become 
involved in the program 
because drunk driving is a big 
problem (at the university]," 
said sophomore Jesci Drake, 
who joined the organization 
last fall. The organization 
spent much of last fall get- 
ting university recognition as 
a club and raising money to 
rent cars and pay insurance. 
"Everyone involved in Safe 
Rides is very dedicated to the 
cause," Drake said. 
The group will begin a 
general membership search 
the week of Sept. 6 and hold 
an information night on 
Thursday, Sept. 9 in Taylor 
Hall. Applications for the pro- 
gram will be available online 
starting Sept. 6. 
"By the end of the semes- 
ter, we hope to have all our 
members trained and have 
raised enough money through 
sponsorship and fund rais- 
ing," said junior Meredith 
Funsten, executive director of 
Safe Rides. Members will be 
see HIDE, page 5 
Info Technology continues bandwidth limit 
   Some students report difficulty using file-sharing software such as Limewire 
-66  
We have not added 
anything new to combat 
the use of file sharing 
this year. 




BY GEAHY Cox 
news editor 
Although no new 
measures have been added 
to prevent file sharing on the 
JMU computing network, 
off-campus and on-campus 
students have reported 
difficulty using popular file- 
sharing software. 
"We have not added any- 
thing new to combat the use 
of file sharing this year," said 
Dale Hulvey, assistant vice 
president fot Information 
Technology. "We continue 
to use the hardware/software 
system from Packeteer that 
we put into place two years 
ago to limit the amount of 
Internet bandwidth that can 
be used by Iperson-to-per- 
son) software." 
Hulvey said that network 
administrators installed pro- 
hibitive software to limit 
bandwidth use because pop- 
ular programs like Napster 
and I-imewire were "severely 
affecting the use of our Internet 
connection for distance learn- 
ing, business operation and 
other educational activities. 
"We do not totally block 
the use of file-sharing soft- 
ware," he said. "We only limit 
the amount of Internet band- 
width this software can use," 
Bandwidth limitations 
ensure that JMU's network 
is "not an attractive site" for 
anyone hoping to exploit it 
as a personal Internet server, 
Hulvey added. He also said 
that file-sharing software 
leaves him "constantly con- 
tee INTBKNBT, page 5 
OrangeBand wins MTV, Youth Venture grant money 
BY KAREN MILLS 
contributing writer 
JMU's Orangeband was 
among 20 national organiza- 
tions awarded grant money for 
MTV's "Choose or Lose: 20 
Million Loud" campaign in July, 
according to MTV. 
MTV partnered with Youth 
Venture, an organization dedi- 
cated to encouraging young 
American's to begin organiza- 
tions that benefit their local com- 
munities. The two are donating 
grants to various organizations 
throughout the United States to 
promote young people to vote 
for the upcoming presidential 
election. According to MTV, 
the grants will help benefit the 
channel's "Choose or Lose: 20 
Million Loud" campaign. 
The "Choose or Lose: 20 
Million Loud" campaign was 
established to encourage people 
from age 18 to 30 years old to 
vote for this year's upcoming 
presidential election, according 
to www.youthventure.com. 
"Our grant was for $650 and 
will be used to fund the 81% 
project, which was conceived 
by OrangeBand last year," said 
Kai Degner ('03), OrangeBand 
coordinator. 
According to Degner, 
OrangeBand heard of the grant 
money via the Internet. The 
group then went through an 
application process to receive 
the grant money. 
"The procesi involved a 
written description of the effort, 
including  a   proposed   budget 
and a telephone presentation 
to the Youth Venture selection 
board," Degner said. 
It is up to OrangeBand to 
report back to Youth Venture 
each month to inform it of the 
process of the project. 
Most of the money 
will be used for publicity of 
Constitution Week, video pro- 
duction and the concert accord- 
ing to Degner. Constitution 
Week will be held Sept. 13 to 
»t»asTV, pageS KEVAN MACtVEJKjropAu j idua. 
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"Bleah' because I 
don't know what 




smile says it 
all." 
AMY PxrcxsoN/pholo editor 
Seniors Thato Schaeffer and John BUckman practice a 
systees of martial art. called Bujmkw Budo Ta*ut»o. 
CORRECTIONS 
In the Aug. 26 issue of The Breeze, the date by 
which voters must register was reported incor- 














If you could say one 
word for the rest of 
your life what would it 
be and why? 
"Whatever' 
because it's a 
good answer foi 
anything." 
POLICE LOG 
BY ASHLEY MCCLELLAND 
news editor 
Grand Larceny 
A JMU employee reported the theft of a green and grey vacuum cleaner from Bell Hall between May 5 and 
Aug. 25. 
Grand Larceny/Credit Card Fraud 
A Chesapeake Hall resident reported the theft of a wallet on Aug. 22 at 1:30 p.m. The wallet contained a New 
Jersey driver's license, an ATM card and $100. The ATM card later was reported to be fraudulent^ used for 
$400. 




because it'a g 
response to 
anything." 
DUKE DAYS Events Calendar 
Monday Aug. 30 
The Interfratemity and Panhellenic Councils will have informational tables on the commons all week Women 
interested in joining a sorority can sign up for recruitment on the commons Aug. 30 to Sept. 3. Men interested in joining a 
fraternity can pick up a recruitment calendar on the commons Aug. 30 to Sept. 1. 
Tuesday Aug. 31 
JMU women's lacrosse will be holding open tryouts. Everyone trying out must attend a meeting on Aug 31 at 
6 p.m. on the third floor of Godwin Hall, room 319. Actual tryouts will be held on Sept. 7. The time for tryouts will be 
determined at the meeting. 
Wednesday Sept. 1 
Alpha Phi Omega will be holding information meetings on Wednesday, Sept. 1 and 2 at 730 p m in the PC 
Ballroom. E-mail Jennifer at kurbelja with any questions or visit APO's Web site at www.APO/sCoo/.com. 
CONTACT INFORMATION 
77>e Breeze e published Monday and Thursday mornings and 
ojeWbutad throughout Jamea Madison University and the local 
Harrtsonburg ooSmunlty. Comments and cornpliirtta ehoukJ be 
addr^ to A*on Faroe. e*oc s^bon phone num. 
Mailing address: 
TheSreen 
01 Anthony-Seeoer Hal 
Msceeos 
Jamea Madison University 
Harrtsonburg Virginia 22807 






KATHRYN GARIANO/JIO// photographe 
MISSION 
The Bruit, the 
etudent-run news- 
Biper ol James 
edleon University, 
serves student 
and faculty reader* 
ship by reporting 
news kivoMng the 
campus and local 
community The 
Brmtzt strives to 















■ How to place a daeerSed: 
Come to The Breeze office week- 
days between 
8 a.m and 6 p.m 
■ Coat: S3.00 tor the Drat 10 
words, S2 tor each additional 10 
words: boxed classified. S10 per 
column Inch 
■ Dearjmee: noon FrWay for 
International Week is Coming 
September 25th - October 2nd 
■Toy causes uproar 
14,000 bags of candy contain toy 
showing the Sept. 11 terrorist aria attacks. 
MONDAY, AUG. 30, 2004 I THE BREEZE 
"We are committed to 
visiting our Greek friends..." 
ADAMEREU 
U.S. Department of State 
First Brown Bag Lunch 
to discuss insurance 
Friday's Brown Bag Lunch 
Series will be held from noon 
to 1 p.m. in Taylor Hall, 
room 404, on Sept. 3. 
AFLAC insurance com- 
pany representatives David 
Cook and Shawn Hevener 
will discuss intensive care, 
cancer and accident insur- 
ance that is offered through 
payroll deduction at JMU. 
To register visit www. 
imu.edu/bumanresources/ 
managementlbrownbags. 
shtml. The program is free. 
Admissions office holds 
Day with the Deans 
The Office of Admissions 
is inviting students to join 
them for the 2004 Day with 
the Deans on Aug. 31 in the 
College Center Ballroom A. 
Representatives from 
the academic colleges will 
present information about 
their programs, faculty 
and facilities. 
No advanced registration 
is necessary. Participants are 
welcome to attend one pre- 
sentation or the entire day. 
The colleges presentation 
will include the College of 
Arts and Letters, the College 
of Integrated Science and 
Technology, the College of 
Science and Mathematics, 
the College of Business and 
the College of Education. 
■VJlrteWIPMI 
Va. taxes increase 
starting Wednesday 
RICHMOND — 
Increases in the state's sales 
and cigarette taxes take 
effect Sept. 1. The sales 
tax will go from 4.5 cents 
to 5 cents on the dollar, 
while the levy on a pack 
of smokes jumps from 2.5 
cents to 20 cents. 
Two other, more obscure 
tax changes also will take 
effect: tax on real estatr trans- 
actions will increase from 15 
cents to 25 cents per $100, 
and a sales tax exemption 
for tangible personal prop- 
erty purchased by utilities and 
other public service corpora- 
tions will be repealed. 
The changes were part of 
a $1.4 billion tax increase 
package passed by the 2004 
General Assembly to bal- 
ance the state budget. 
Two man arrested in 
aliened bomb throat 
NEW YORK — A U.S. 
citizen and a Pakistani 
national were arrested in 
an alleged plot to bomb a 
subway station in midtown 
Manhattan and possibly 
other locations around the 
city, police said Saturday. 
Police Commissioner 
Ray Kelly said the men 
were not thought to be 
connected to Al-Qaeda or 
any other international 
terrorist organization. 
The arrests came two 
days before the start of 
the Republican National 
Convention that is draw- 
ing tens of thousands of 
visitors to the city. 
Though there was no 
clear tie to the convention, 
authorities moved to arrest 
Shahawa: Matin Siraj, 21 
and James El Shafay, 19, 
before it began. 
DKRFX OATOPOULOSMP 
MwnbBf. of QraecVt Corrmunhrt Party stand on tho ancient Acropolis HNI over a giant banner protesting against . vt.lt by U.S. Secretary of State Cotki Pow«* 
The sign road., In Or...,, "Don't forget that civilian. .,. balr* slaughtered In Na,.f and a ^^oV^rt In P.^-TZ:,„WZ!H'2.. 
Powell cancels Athens visit amid protests 
BY GEORGE GEDDA 
Associated Press 
Secretary of Sate Colin 
Powell canceled his trip to 
Greece at the last minute partly 
because of concern his presence 
— expected to be met with anti- 
war protests — might have dis- 
rupted the closing ceremony at 
the Olympics, State Department 
officials said Saturday. 
Sec. Powell's decision, 
announced just hours before he 
was to depart, came after antj- 
Amencan protests in Athens on 
Friday that featured "Powell 
Go Home" placards. 
The secretary was not con- 
cerned about his own security but 
fek Greek organizers were enti- 
tled to cany out the Sunday night 
ceremony without the potential 
for distraction that his presence 
might have caused, said two State 
Department officials, speaking on 
condition of anonymity. 
Many Greeks wondered why 
Powell planned to visit this week- 
end, knowing his presence likely 
would provoke protests. Until 
Powell announced Ins visa, there 
had been none of the arm-American 
denwnstrabons that were (eared n 
die run-up to the games. 
He discussed the situation 
on Friday with Greek Foreign 
Minister    Petros    Moliviatis. 
Powell said he hopes to travel 
to Athens in October. 
The officials said a con- 
tributing factor was the U.N., 
Security Council's debate this 
week over the performance of 
the Sudanese government in 
carrying out a council resolu- 
tion last month on Darfur. 
The council set Monday as the 
deadkoc for Sudan to demonstrate 
it is acting to improve security and 
humanitarian access m Darfur 
and to curb Arab milm-is in the 
western Sudanese region. 
Some council members, 
notably China and Pakistan, 
have been reluctant to take 
strong steps against Sudan. It 
is not clear what the United 
Sates will recommend during 
the upcoming deliberations. 
In Athens, the Greek for- 
eign ministry said Powell decid- 
ed against the trip because of 
"urgent responsibilities." 
The State Department said 
initially that the situations in 
Iraq and Sudan led to the 
cancellation. Later, however, 
officials said Sudan was the 
primary foreign concern this 
weekend for Powell. 
On Wednesday, a depart- 
ment spokesman, Adam Ereli, 
said officials were aware of pro- 
test plans. "We are committed 
to visiting our Greek  friends 
and sharing in mis very impor- 
ant occasion," he said. 
In a letter; Powell con- 
gratulated Moliviatis "for the 
especially successful and secure 
organization of the games." 
Friday* protest was directed 
largely against US. policies in Iraq. 
Greece, along with about i0 other 
members of NATO, is not a part 
of the US.-led coalition in Iraq. 
Riot police used tear gas 
to disperse hundreds of dem- 
onstrators protesting Powell's 
planned visit. 
About 1,500 people who 
took part in the march were 
prevented from taking their 
protest to the U.S. Embassy. 
Landlord plants camera 
in students' bathrooms 
BY PETE NORLANDER 
AND CHRIS MITCHELL 
Cornell Daily Sun 
An Ithaca, N.Y., landlord 
was arrested Thursday and 
charged   with  four counts 
of unlawful surveillance in 
the second degree for setting 
up elaborate video surveil- 
lance of at least four female 
Cornell students in the bath- 
room of their apartment on 
University Avenue. 
A female student 
contacted the Ithaca Police 
Department two days ago 
after discovering a pinholr 
camera in the bathroom 
of the apartment she 
lived in with three other 
female residents. A police 
investigation of the property 
yesterday and a search 
warrant issued on two other 
Church properties led to the 
discovery of "two pinhole 
cameras and numerous 
video recordings." 
Friends of the victims 





issue like this. 
- Susan Murphy 




The victims, mem- 
bers of the Fellowship of 
Christian   Athletes,   were 
residing in a house at 404 
University Avenue. 
In the adjoining unit of 
the house, 406 University 
Avenue, male residents 
were preparing to move out 
Thursday night at 8 p.m. 
"In my 11 years as a vice 
president, I've never faced 
an issue like this," said 
Susan H. Murphy ('73|, 
vice president for Student 
and Academic Services, 
The victims' friends 
said that university offi- 
cials handled the response 
to the incident well. 
The victims' names 
and contact information 
have been removed from 
Cornell's Electronic 
Student Directory and 
see CAMERA, page 7 
Flu vaccine tainted, 
expected 
BY MARILYN MARCHIONE 
Associated Press 
U.S. health officials said they 
do not expect a flu shot shortage 
after a leading flu vaccine maker 
warned that it would hold up 
millions of doses because several 
batches were contaminated. 
Only about 4 million doses ap- 
pear to be tainted — not enough 
to have a big impact on this year's 
supply although there may be a 
delay in making some shots avail- 
able, officials said Friday. 
"This is not a crisis," said 
Dr. Julie Gerberding, director 
of the Centers for. Disease Con- 
trol and Prevention. 
"We'll end up having more 
vaccine doses than we've ever had 
before. Ultimately, all people who 
need flu vaccine should be able to 
get their shots," she said. 
On Thursday, Chiron Ccep, 
which supply* half the nations flu 
vaccine, said factory rests had revealed 
trim some hatches were tainted 
All 50 million doses that the 
company was producing would 
be held up for additional tests to 
ensure safety. 
"We are confident that we've 
identified the root cause," said 
John Vavricka, Chiron's vice pres- 
ident of commercial operations 
for North America. 
He refused to say what the 
contaminant was. 
He said that all but 4 million 
doses had proven pure in resting, 
but 50 million doses will be re 
tested, causing a delay. 
Chiron still plans to ship 46 
million to 48 million doses by 
early October, about a month 
see SHOT, page 7 
Toy depicts terrorist attack 
PtTliR CUSIUHOVKAr' 
kM a toy that shows a piano fly** Into tho World Trad. Center. 
BY ADRIAN SAINZ 
Associated Press 
Small toys showing an 
airplane flying into the World 
Trade Center were packed 
inside some of more than 
14,000 bags of candy bound 
largely for small groceries 
around the country before 
being recalled. 
Lisy Corp., the wholesaler 
that distributed the candy, said 
Friday that the toys were pur- 
chased in bulk from a Miami- 
based import company. 
The toys came in an assort- 
ment purchased sight unseen 
from I cV M Import in Miami 
and included the toys depict- 
ing the Sept. 11, 2001, attack 
on the twin towers, whistles 
and other small toys, said Luis 
Padron,  Lisy's national sales 
manager. The invoice said the 
toy was a plastic swing set. 
"I hate to blame the 
importer. He probably did not 
know what he was getting. He 
brings them in 40-foot con- 
tainers. But whoever made it 
knew exactly what they were 
making," Padron said. 
Padron said Lisy did not 
notice the small plastic figu- 
rines until two people com- 
plained, but there is no mis- 
taking what the toys represent 
— At the bottom of each is 
the product number 9011. 
"When we found out what 
happened, we recalled them imme- 
diately," said Padron, who said the 
toys, which were made in Guna, 
do not reflect his company! view. 
"I was offended by them." 
The candy bags were dis- 
tributed by the company's 100 
distributors. Most are sold to 
small Hispanic and Mexican 
groceries, Padron said. He 
said 448 of the Twin Tower 
toys left the warehouse for 
distribution, but he managed 
to put a hold on the rest. 
Anna Rodriguez, who 
bought a bag of the candy for 
her grandson, said she was 
stunned when she saw the toy. 
"It makes me angry." she 
told television station WFTV. 
"I was offended because I 
couldn't believe that some- 
one would give something like 
that to a kid." 
Padron said he is saving the 
toys to return to the distributor. 
A woman who answered 
the telephone at L&M refused 
to give her name and said 
Friday she did not know any- 
thing about the toy. 




Creating tomorrow's innovative 
thinkers...today! 
Opening second primary classroom 
in fall 2004!     Now accepting applications. 
•Children 2 1/2 to 6 years, preschool through 
kindergarten 
•Half day or full day options 
•Afternoon programming including Spanish 





Back to school means boot. 
Store them in style. 
Bookcases starting at $49. 
,.iilos Street. Harrisonburg Va. 
(phone) 540-574-2900 
rsc.Mon.-Sat. 10am-. 
243 Neff Avenue 
438-8267 
Smart Tan Certified 
Bayside Tanning Company 
Clean • Friendly • Professional 
Welcome Back! 
6 Sessions $24 
or 
10 Sessions $35 
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WHAT A RECORD STORE SHOULD BE! 
MI 
3*n up far Ptoft» . WMU. f *>»# 
434-9999 
KROGER SHOPPING CTR     WHAT A RECORD 
1790-96 E. Market St.     STORE SHOULD BE! 
Mon-SttlO-9, SuadiY 12-t    Listen Before You Buy! 
WWW.PLAM9IWUSIC.COM 
\Just kidding. Advertise with the Breeze. 
540. 568.6127 
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INTERNET: Use 
commercial sources 
INTERNET, from page 1 
cerned" because of such soft- 
ware's vulnerability to virus- 
es. Hulvey said that an infec- 
tion could devastate comput- 
ers and spread rapidly across 
JMU's network. 
Hulvey encourages "stu- 
dents, faculty and staff to 
take responsibility to apply 
virus patches and blocks" to 
their personal computers. 
Sarah Anderson, a soph- 
omore living in The Mill 
apartments, said, "Limewire 
wouldn't let me connect, but 
I don't know if that's just 
for now or if it will connect 
if I wait." 
Sophomore Andy 
Butterfield said,  "It worked 
for a little bit, like an hour. It 
hasn't work-cd since." 
Butterfield lives on cam- 
pus and had success with 
Limewire last year. "It 
worked fine last year; I 
never had a problem con- 
necting." , 
While Hulvey is uncer- 
tain about problems with 
Limewire and other file-shar- 
ing programs from off-cam- 
pus locations, he encourages 
network users to patronize 
online commercial sources 
for media downloading. 
"We encourage our 
students to use commer- 
cial products for obtaining 
music like Apple's iTunes, 
Real Player Music Store, 
Napster, Rhapsody and oth- 
ers," he said. 
MTV: OrangeBand 
to use grant money 
for Constitution Week 
MTV, from page 1 
17. Constitution Week is 
promoted by OrangeBand, 
the Student Government 
Association, Community 
Service-Learning and the 
Madison Center. 
"Constitution Week is 
primarily dedicated to get- 
ting JMU students to register 
to vote," said senior Megan 
Dunphy, OrangeBand chapter 
coordinator. 
"OrangeBand is produc- 
ing a six minute digital video 
that can be streamed into 
classrooms all over campus," 
said Degner. "The video will 
focus on statistics and logis- 
tics  of  voting."   Professors 
will then be asked to view 
the video and prepare a dis- 
cussion on how voting relates 
to their classes. 
OrangeBand only holds 
chapters at JMU and Eastern 
Mennonite University. 
Students are also interest- 
ed in starting chapters at 
Colorado State University 
and Catholic University, 
Degner said. 
Junior Sara Hoke said, 
"I'm registered to vote. 
As Americans, we pride 
ourselves in democracy, so 
we should pull through with 
that idea and get each vote 
out there, no matter how 
insignificant it may seem." 
RIDE: Fund 
raising continues 
RIDE, from page 1 
trained, but not certified, in defensive driving, 
first aid and universal precautions. 
The organization still is looking for con- 
tacts from different companies and corpo- 
ration and local donations to help pay for 
insurance and the rental fees for the cars. 
Safe Rides created a foundation at JMU to 
accept donations and has held various fund- 
raising events for the program. 
Once the program is up and running stu- 
dents will be able to call drivers to get rides 
back to their apartments, houses or dorms. 
Last year's programs included a male 
auction and a benefit concert, "One Night, 
One Ride, One Life." The annual concert 
will be held again this year Sept. 20, featur- 
ing various a cappclla groups and speakers. 
"I think that Safe Rides is a very important 
program," Funsten said. "It will be something 
that will benefit the entire campus." 
Safe Rides is designed after a similar 
program at Texas A8cM University, called 
Caring Aggies R Protecting Over Our 
Lives (CARPOOL). It was started in 1999 
by A6cM student Jeff Schiefelbein, accord- 
ing to the college. 
MRDs: Band to 
play at Villanova 
MRDs, from page 1 
Heisman Trophy of college marching bands, 
according to the school of music. In 2001, 
the group performed during the 75* annual 
Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade in New 
York City. 
Last year, the band traveled to Ireland and 
Germany to perform. This was its third time 
performing internationally. 
"We will not go [overseas] this year, 
but we will probably go in 2006," Rooney 
said. "We go about every three years." 
This year, the band's road trip will be 
to an away football game at Villanova 
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Hi SOS Advertising 
MAKI(A>VVISH. 
September 1-3 Behind Mr. Chip* 
Come Watch, Play, or Donate! 
Foxhill Townhomee 
Chanello's Pizza 
Glen's Fair Price 
Smokln' Pig 




Event Info Found On 
GoLoDkOrLCom 
RUSHKA 
if you don't stand for something. 
You'll fall for anything. 
http://orgs.Jmu.edu/kappaalpha 
& 
RT Computer Systems 
Computer Systems, Parts, Peripherals and Service 
Harrlsonburgs Favorite Computer Storml 
We Sill ft Unit* BMh Datktaa an. Uttea Cosaeuten 
Bammawaa •uti/Expait A*MM 
1 Vast Stltctlon of Accessories. Parts ft Peripherals 




Mon-Fri 9 6 
Sat. 10-5 
• Conaatlttva Ptielni/Ouallty lianas 
• Your Ona-Staa Metwerk SolatiM 
• Expert Casaaatar Uaaraee ft lUaalr Service Perl armea 





MM « Heat Mate 
ttmtmt. Peema. » »te« DM...M 
i ID Oaaer Only) 
tar-mi- 
Harrisonburg 0B/GYN Associates, PC 
C. Larry Whitten.MD  M. Catherine Slusher, MD  Louis E. Nelson, III. MO 
Herbert E. Bing, MD   Michael J. Botticelli. MD 
MaribethPLoynes.MD 
Sherry L. Mongold, FNP   Catherine E. Rittenhouse. FNP 
Welcomes JMU Students 
Monday-Friday 8:30-5:00 for appointments by phone:     (800) 545-3348 
d NAUTILUS £ 
4)V   FITNESS CENTER  <rjP 
The NEW facility includes: 
• Elevated indoor track 
• Aerobics - all day: yoga, pilates, 
kickboxing & more 
• Huge cardio theater 
• Sauna, Jacuzzi & steam room 
• N EW Bodymasters equipment 
• Personal trainers & instructors 
• H uge Olympic free weight room 




GET A NO HASSLE 
NO WAIT WORKOUT! 
Mon.-Thurs. 5am-2am, Fri. 5am-9:30pm, Sat. 8am-8pm, Sun. 10am-6pm 
(540) 433 ■ 3434 381 LucyDrive \vfV/ "TWW     wTtH   (Behind HighLawn Pavilion) 
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take days or even weeks. But since efolletx.com is coi 
your campus bookstore you can come in and get the book you really need that same day. A nice feature when you consider 
that for most professors."I had to return my book and it isn't here yet" works about as well as,"My dog ate my homework." 
No hassle refunds and exchanges 
■■■i ■■■M 
BOOKSTORE 
www.jmu.bkstr.com • (540)568-6121 % 
Ollettxom 
ONLINE. ON CAMPUS. 
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SHOT: Vaccine still will be available to public 
SHOT, from page 3 
later than usual, plus 2 million more 
for the federal government's emergen- 
cy stockpile, he said. 
Meanwhile, the nation's other big 
producer, Aventis Pasteur, reported 
that federal officials had asked it to 
make additional vaccine to cover any 
shortfalls. But the company is already 
at capacity and can not produce more 
vaccine until after November when 
existing orders are filled. 
Aventis expects to ship 52 million 
doses — 9 million more than last year. 
Flu shot campaigns usually start in 
October, a month before the flu season 
typically begins in the United States. In 
an average year, flu kills 36,000 peo- 
ple and hospitalizes another 114,000, 
mostly the elderly. 
Last year, the season started early, 
producing record demand for vaccine 
and temporary shortages. In the end, 
some vaccine was leftover, and the 
season was no worse than usual. The 
previous two years saw vaccine short- 
ages for different reasons. 
CAMERA: Man's neighbors feel betrayed 
CAMERA, from page 3 
the University has pledged 
to help the students with 
"emergency housing, finances 
and legal issues, as well as to 
provide psychological sup- 
port," according to a Cornell 
News Service press release. 
"Our first priority at the 
university is to support stu- 
dents who are affected by 
this case," said President Jef- 
frey S. Lehman ('77). 
"Over the past couple of 
years, Cornell and the city 
have been discussing the need 
to establish a system with 
renting (for information] ... 
There's been already, it seems 
to me, a fair amount of dis- 
cussion ... We will get to the 
business of making sure this 
never happens again," said 
Thomas W. Bruce, vice presi- 
dent for Community and 
Media Relations. 
Reeder Gates, a pharma- 
cist at CoUegetown Hill Drug 
Store who knows Church 
said that the police had ques- 
tioned him in the case. Talk- 
ing to The Sun, Gates said, "I 
have no direct knowledge of 
what happened." 
A resident in the area, 
Meg Elliott ('94), said that 
this incident was "another 
reason to be paranoid. It 
is weird when you find out 
someone is betraying you." 





ROBERT F. KEEFER     IGREEK RUSH T-SHIRTS 
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Lowest Prices!   Fastest Production! 
Best Graphic Designers! 
JD| SOS Advertising 




f EVERY WEDNESDAY 
ON THE PATIO 
Gome by for Student 
Wednesday Specials 
Menu and Map Found On 
GoLodkOn.Com 
Two Large 1-Topping Pizzas 
$15.99 
(8 p.m. - Close) 
IM/Z \ 
PAPAJOHIS 







Order Online at www.papajohns.com 
i »K 
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Evans did not guard tva
honor zealously ... 
SM column b«4ow OPINION Though large, the tax isn't rash ... SM kouM wHtorial brio* 
PIGS ANP PEARLS 
Honor Council at JMU a 'joke' 
ADAM iHAKP 
senior writer 
The Honor Council at 
James Madison University 
has become a joke. 
It's been eight months since 
"Pigs and Pearls" appeared in 
the pages of The Breeze. Un- 
fortunately, I am obligated 
once again to decry ethical 
deficiencies and hypocrisy. 
Nothing seems to change. 
This won't take long 
- I'll be brief. First, Maggie 
Burkhart Evans should resign 
as Honor Council coordina- 
tor. Immediately. Second, 
the Honor Code should be 
amended - now. Third, the 
two sororities involved in 
this scandal should be re- 
prosecuted and, if convicted, 
their charters revoked. 
I'll tell you why Evans 
should go. I think it's quite 
simple. The legal parsing of 
the sort she has done is hypo- 
critical and unworthy of her 
title of Honor Council coor- 
dinator. To say that "collect- 
ing old tests is not a violation 
of the honor code" but that 
"using, not possessing, tests 
is a violation" destroys the 
spirit of the Honor Code and 
reduces it to a relic of a no- 
bler, more honorable time. 
Section C of JMlTs Honor 
Code states, "If students ac- 
cept dishonesty by their peers, 
or if faculty or staff members 
accept dishonesty by their stu- 
dents, the entire Honor sys- 
tem will be destroyed. True 
honor can be achieved only if 
all guard it zealously.* 
Evans did not guard hon- 
or zealously; she ducked re- 
sponsibility through a legal 
loophole. We pay lawyers to 
act this way, but we expect 
those who prosecute ethical 
violations to demand a high- 
er standard of themselves. 
Ethics is not about the let- 
ter of the law, but the spirit 
of the law. Section J.2.i of the 
Honor Code explains that 
the role of the Honor Coun- 
cil coordinator is "To deter- 
mine the proper application 
of provisions of the Honor 
system in a manner which 
upholds the spirit and intent 
of the Honor system." 
Evans has not done this. 
Her actions have not dem- 
onstrated the spirit and in- 
tent of the honor system. 
She should resign. 
Why say possession of 
an old test from another stu- 
dent is not a violation of the 
Honor Code, but using that 
test is? Is possession of mari- 
juana permissible and only 
the use illegal? No. 
Why not eliminate the le- 
galese and solve the problem? 
If one cannot possess an old 
test, one cannot use an old 
test. There, that wasn't hard. 
Now let's have the Honor 
Code amended and move on. 
Section A of the Honor 
Code states, "The Honor 
system at JMU does not dis- 
criminate based upon race, 
tee HONOR, page 9 
BREEZE READER'S VIEW 
Baraka's hate unwelcome here 
Cigarette tax increase overdue 
DAN TKWEI I S & 
JA( OB FtORSTATER 
JMU has a long-standing 
tradition of promoting mul- 
ticulturahsm. As an organiza- 
tion that represents minority 
students at JMU and actively 
works with Center for Mul- 
ticultural/International Stu- 
dent Services organizations to 
promote multicultural under- 
standing and tolerance, Hillel 
applauds JMU's sponsorship 
of the Furious Flower II Po- 
etry Conference. 
However, JMU has an- 
other crucial long-standing 
tradition: upholding the high- 
est standards of intellectual 
rigor and honest)' in academic 
scholarship and discussion. In- 
viting Amiri Baraka, who con- 
sistently has repeated racist, 
misogynist, homophobic, and 
anti-Semitic rhetoric without 
provocation, to speak at JMU, 
belies our proud tradition. 
For over 40 years, Baraka 
has used his rhetoric to pro- 
mote anti-Semitic and anti- 
Israel propaganda, racist fal- 
lacies and falsehoods, and 
homophobic slandering and 
scare tactics. We are not alone 
in our concerns — Baraka was 
removed from his position of 
Poet Laureate of New Jersey 
by the governor and legisla- 
ture of the state in 2002. 
At the same time, we are 
not poetry critics, nor do we 
purport to be. Our concern 
is rooted in Mr. Baraka's 
unquestionable and docu- 
mented history of hateful 
rhetoric in his public appear- 
ances. Regarding whites' role 
in the Civil Rights Movement, 
Baraka tells this anecdote: "A 
woman asked me in all ear- 
nestness 'couldn't any whites 
help?' I said, 'You can help 
by dying. You are a cancer. 
You can help the world's peo- 
ple with your death.'" 
Baraka's contribution to 
poetry is substantial, but his 
contribution does not excuse 
over 40 years of hate speech. 
JMU should not provide such 
a forum for this man and his 
views. As members of the 
JMU community, we have a 
duty to ensure that the values 
JMU represents are upheld. 
Baraka has a right to express 
his opinions, no matter how 
outrageous and offensive 
they may be. But as members 
of the JMU community, we 
are entrusted with the duty 
to ensure that our univer- 
sity makes well-informed 
decisions. He may speak, 
but he should not be invited 
to speak at JMU. We stead- 
fastly believe in Baraka's first 
amendment rights, but there 
is a clear difference between 
an open forum sponsored by 
JMU and his legal rights to 
speak in public. 
Baraka's history of hateful 
speech has no place at JMU. 
Hillel only has strived to bet- 
ter inform our peers, adminis- 
tration and community, as the 
best decision is always well- 
informed. Furthermore, let no 
mistake be made, this is not a 
Jewish issue. This is a people 
issue - an issue that affects 
each one of us, no matter our 
background. Mr. Baraka is an 
equal opportunity offender 
and fails to draw any Incur 
chical depth when espousing 
fallacies and falsehoods. 
A university, especially a 
respected institution such as 
JMU, should do everything in 
its power to promote under- 
standing, unity and education, 
and not to encourage hatred, 
misinformation and dishar- 
mony. It is said that actions 
speak louder than words. If 
JMU provides Baraka with 
another forum to espouse his 
hateful views, does that action 
reflect the principles and val- 
ues for which JMU is known 
and respected? 
Dan Teweles is a junior 
philosophy and religion and 
political science major and 
president of Hillel. 
Jacob Forstater is a soph- 
omore physics major and 
publicity director of Hillel. 
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Flip De I II. a 
Alan Neckowib 
David Wendelken 
"To the press alone, chctiumd as it is with abuses, the world is 
indebted for all the triumphs which have been gained fcy 
reason and humanity «trr error and oppression." 
— James Madison 
EDITOK1AL   policies 
The home editorial refuxu the tptman of 
oVr editorial board at a whole, and a not 
mremanty the of mum of any individual tuff 
member of The Rrreu 
Editorial Boat* 
AmouFareo Edaormchuf 
tolly latter Managing cdito. 
AkxStrmy Opmum editor 
Loners to the editor thoulal he no moir than 
250 monk column, thouU he no mot lhan 
S0O word, and both will he foMuhedm a 
itace available ham 
Sutmiatom can he emailed 10 
breetoopmumvthormait com or mailed u 
MSC6S0S 01, Andumy-Seeore Hall 
Hamumbuir, VA 22307 Column 
mhmunom thould arrive at The Birete 
at loot three day, before the expected 
lubtueium dole 
The opinion! m dm lection do not 
nteeuanty rifted the opinion of the 
newtfafn. dm tuff, or Jama Modium 
Ummrnty 
Sometimes 20 cents 
is just 20 cents. But 
Tuesday, that spare 
change translates into 
the start of a statewide 
push for better K-12 
schools, higher educa- 
tion, public safety and 
health care. 
Smokers, ironically, 
are to thank. 
The state cigarette 
tax will increase to 
20 cents per pack, up 
from its current 2.5 
cents. Virginians will 
reap the benefits of 
lower income and food 
taxes in this necessary 
and long-awaited tax 
restructuring. These 
minor initial cuts will 
be offset by the higher 
cigarette and sales tax, 
expected to generate 
$1.4 billion for the 
state's general fund. 
Cigarette smokers 
may initially luck out, 
especially with another 
10-cent increase next 
July. Though many 
will gripe, few prob- 
ably will take the hint. 
Smokers in other states 
didn't, despite radically 
higher taxes per pack. 
At 2.5 cents per 
pack, Virginia has the 
lowest cigarette tax 
in the nation. New 
Jersey ranks highest 
with $2.05. Rhode Is- 
land, Massachusetts 
and New York follow, 
charging a tax of more 
than $1.50 per pack. 
This time next year, 
Virginia's cigarette tax 
will total 30 cents for 
every pack of smokes 
— well below the na- 
tion's median, which 
floats around 60 cents. 
The increase is the 
first in the tax's 44- 
year history. Though 
large, the tax isn't 
rash, just overdue. 
Some still claim the 
increase wasn't ever 
necessary, arguing that 
the state didn't require 
the extra funds to bal- 
ance its budget. Their 
Eoint is irrelevant, not 
ecause the state al- 
ready has a $324 mil- 
lion budget surplus, 
but because Virginia 
always will need bet- 
ter schools, health 
care and safety. The 
increase is not only 
necessary — it is de- 
sirable. The benefits 
clearly outweigh the 
inconveniences. 
When tax cuts aren't 
proportional to tax in- 
creases, somebody los- 
es. Despite this year's 
restructuring, most 
Virginians won't. The 
sales tax increase is 
minor — only half a 
percent, a rate that 
hardly will dent con- 
sumers' pockets. 
As it should, the 
largest burden falls 
on smokers, but not 
because the tax could 
curb their nasty habit. 
The logic is simple: 
those who can afford 
to spend beyond life's 
necessities also can af- 
ford to pay beyond the 
minimum state taxes. 
Smokers, it seems, are 
willing to pay. 
^ I 1L\ ft 
E-mail darts and pals to 
brrezrdpttlhotmail.coM 
Parts «f Hitti are lubmitted anony 
mouth and punted an a spate avcul 
abut basts Submissions are based 
upon one person's opinion of a given 
urutuiini, prrtam or event and do not 
nnetxarHy reflect the truth 
A "your IMs-and-voicemails helpcd-me- 
through-the-weekend" pat to my true friends 
whose support is irreplaceable 
From a senior girl who is banting health 
issues during her most stressful semester yet. 
A "use-your-head" dan to the brilliant 
person who printed the color-coded parking 
map in black and white. 
From a commuter who has no Internet 
reference, only the parking manual. 
A "tfianks-for-making-roadkill-out-of- 
my-best-friend" dart to the murderers who 
ran over my box turtle, Ralphe. in my apart- 
ment parking lot. 
From a grieving friend who is left with 
nothing hul memories. 
A "spread your political .igenda si inn- 
where-else" dart to whoever stuck the 
presidential campaign bumper sticker on my 
car last week 
From a girl who thinks thai an act of van- 
dalism probably isn 't the best way lo swing 
tht yule 
A "learn-something-about-ensuring-do- 
mestic-peace" dart to the freshmen girls who 
left their roommate stranded at Lovely Nails. 
From the upperctassmen who adopted 
her after you abandoned her and think you 
should realize what a cool girl she is. 
A"now-l-actually-had-to-pay-anention- 
in-class" dart to The Breeze for not publish- 
ing a crossword puzzle in the last issue. 
From a junior who may have learned 
something, bul never will forget the pain he 
suffered through doing n without the puzzle 
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ONOR: Council, Evans must regain faith of students 
MEDIA, from page 8 
■color, religion, national origin, political affil- 
iation, gender, sexual orientation, age or dis- 
ability." It does, however, seem to discrimi 
I nate based on organizational affiliation. If one 
I is Greek, one is off the hook. This is wrong. 
Destroying evidence before trial is a crime 
in the real world. Perhaps you've heard of the 
term: obstruction of justice. I do not know 
why the Honor Council did not seize the 
files in question; they should have. A hearing 
should be opened addressing the destruction 
of the materials in question. A conviction 
should result in a revocation of charter. 
Most faculty members have high respect 
and regard for the Honor Code - why are 
their voices silent? I ask that the Faculty Sen- 
ate pass a resolution demanding the same 
things I have asked for. It is their hard work 
and dedication that is being spit upon by the 
council's action, or rather lack of action. 
The second paragraph of the Honor Code 
leads off with this profound statement: "An 
honor system must be believed in, supported 
by and administered by those who belong to 
it." The honor system currently appears to be 
broken and hypocritical. It is time for the JMU 
administration to step forward, restore honor 
to this university and allow students and faculty 
to once again believe in this Honor Council. 
Adam M. Sharp is a junior foreign 
language major. You may e-mail him at 
omnilingual@hotmail.com. 
The Breeze - 
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AREA'S LARGEST SELECTION 
Quality Items For Your 
Home Including 
• Living Room 




• Outdoor Furniture 
• Accessories 
• And More  
2080 EVELYN BYRD AVE 




EASY ONE DAY FIRST 
JUMP COURSE! 
And a staff dedicated to keeping you and 
your fellow JMU students skydiving at 
SKYDIVEORANGE! 
GIFT CERTIFICATES! 
JMU STUDENT DISCOUNTS 
(877) DIVE-SKY 
WWW.SKYDIVEORANGE.COM 
500,000 New Books 
Save 60% to 90% 













Open Today thru Sept 6 
Open Only During Scheduled Dales (rom 9AM-7PM Daily 
Open Labor Day, Monday, Sept 6 from 9AM-7PM 
Thousands of 
Children's Books 
from Preschool fin Young Adah 
including booed books, pirture books, eony 
radon, young aduh, nonliclion and much more 









wide selections ol American I world history, sociology, 
Helton t literature, science I nature, religion, audio 
books, computer hooks, cooking, health I self-help, 










1 Robert C. 
Atkins, M.D 
IhtstnUMumbUha 
Wi l*i I intern 
OmPrkis6.50 
I  - -   -•! hot ton* HM* 
JpWfc'J   Yoga 
Mi§ *■»      xm 
lOvonMies KmnW; arrive tony lot but solution) 
located 15 minutes south of JMU loke 1-81 to exit 
240; turn east on M. 68? S wtch lot the signs. 
GrePII     \<lll<\ www.gvbookfair.com/jmu 
BOOKFAIR 
2192 Green Valley In, M». Crawford, VA 2284 1 (800)385-0099 
University life brings 
new experiences, new relationships, new challenges 
A spiritual viewpoint can help you achieve balance 
in you life.  Visit the website-, spirituality- com 
sponsored by the Christian Science Church, in Boston. 
Find comfort, new ideas, chat rooms 24-7-365. 
There is a branch church in Waynesboro. For information 
or if you just need to talk, call 289-5154 
The Breeze 
(<li) keep you (Mil of lln' dark. 
Welcome from Crutchfield! 
Introducing ourselves... 
We're Crutchfield, the leading 
online/catalog consumer electron- 
ics retailer. We're where people 
across the country — and 
Harrisonburg — go for the best 
values in electronics and fun! 
"But I'm on a budget!" 
We know! Thaf s why our Outlet 
Department, located in our store 
in Harrisonburg, offers 10-30% 
off EVERY DAY on top brands in 
home and car stereo, speakers, 
TVs, and portables. 
J^ElS 
What does "outlet" mean? 
These products are returns and 
closeouts from our catalog. 
Customers send back items they 
might never have opened. Or, the 
gear might have a scratch or dent, 
but still plays perfectly! 
How can I find out more? 
Easy! Just stop in at our retail store in Harrisonburg (see map below) 
and get the skinny on entertainment for your dorm or apartment. 
Or, check out us at JMU home football and baskettrilgames, where 
we'll be doing our "Fan of the Game" prize promotions. You can 
even register to participate at our store! 
CRUTCHFIELD 
Experience the Crutchfield Advantage 
Market Square East Shopping Center     434-1000 
Open Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Fri. til 7, Sun. Noon-5 
Online at www.crutchfield.com/retailstores 
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WORD SEARCH 
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iSfifi!     ££1!   fl|ffl|B§ai     Answers from 
Aug. 23. 
To find out 
today's answers 
goto 
■IririEE   ■TrftinrriiUir  www.thebreeze.org 
riEEEE   riEE   tSEEEE 
CROSSWORD 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1. Vietnamese lan- 40. Before 1. Cat sound 31. Foot with four 
guage 41. Open 2. Reverse syllables 
6. Taxi 42. Spine 3. Excess 32. Sports facility 
9. Showers 43. Early Italian 4. Head 33. Staircase 
14. Closing stanza civilization 5. Those who gild support 
15. Hasten 45. Monetary 6. Group of singers 35. Hindrance 
16. American Oil Co 46. Groovy 7. Int'l Lottery org. 38. Highland Peru- 
17. Access Holly- 47. Spoil 8. Small child, for vian dwellers 
wood co-host 48. Frown one 39. Oohs and 
18. Not young 51. More lewd 9. Cowpoke 41. Hopeless 
19. Indian viceroy 57. Watered fabric 10. Online bookstore 42. Groups 
20. Weltanschauung 58. Gone 11. Midwestern state 44. Open, as in 
22. Russian rulers 59. Lips 12. Atmospheric presents 
23. Hearing organ 60. Water jars research org. 45. Air cooler 
24. Sound reflection 61. Last day of wk. 13. Cries 47. Muslim scholar 
26. Gun type 62. Inside out 21. Tub 48. Los Angeles 
hazard 30. Hailing from 63. Sharp inhales 25. Scorch 
Greece's capital 64. Lakshmi 26. Shopping or 49. Soda 
34. Tug 65. Genders crime, e.g. 50. Olive and 
35. Sacred table 27. Two pints Canola 
36. Mineral 28. Sore 52. Distant 
37. Medieval torture 29. Breed 53. Posses 
device 30. Poe's middle 54. Wild goat 
38. More sick name 55. Ireland 
39. Again 56. "Don!" 
* 
ON YOUR MARK, 
GET SET, 
GET TO SUNCHASE FOR THE 
LEASING KICKOFF OR GET LEFT IN 
THE DUST! 
* r * 
540.4424300 
wwwsunchase.net 
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International students acclimate to life atJMU 
with help from school program 
Story by contributing writer Kathleen McCraw • Graphics by art director Jenny Chanthapanya 
M l^f I any freshman year stories are similar. Most students remember being a 
little bit homesick, attending first parties and sporting events, learning 
their way around unfamiliar campuses and adjusting to more difficult school- 
work. At JMU, many students take comfort in the knowledge that their families 
are just a phone call (or short car ride) away, or, that like most hometowns, 
there is a Super Wal-Mart around the comer. 
But, for the many international students who attend the university each 
year, these consolations are not as available. Families are separated across oceans, 
phone bills quickly become expensive and friends are miles away. Despite these 
difficulties, the foreign students who attend JMU often are in for great adventures, 
as well as a bit of culture shock. 
About fifty new international students attend JMU this year, represent- 
ing such countries as South Korea, China, Japan, the Netherlands, Romania, 
England, Zimbabwe, Australia, Uganda, Spain, Belarus and South Africa, said 
Ellen Kokinda. Madison International Association president. Because the United 
States can be very different from many of these countries, JMU tries to accli- 
mate new exchange students to America. 
Just as new freshman attend an orientation upon their arrival to the uni- 
versity, international students also participate in a program intended to assist 
in their relocation to the United States. "Transition America," promoted by the 
Center of Multicultural and International Student Services, is a three-day expe- 
rience to help international students adjust to American life. During this orienta- 
tion, participants take thorough campus tours, learn about Dining Services and 
meal plans, open up bank accounts and discuss aspects of American culture that 
may be completely unfamiliar or unexpected to them. 
'"We discussed typical American classroom behavior and how it can be 
much more relaxed (than classrooms in other parts 
of the world)," Kokinda said. "The atmosphere 
is more laid back. Americans eat in classrooms, 
they sometimes speak when not called on, they 
will sometimes put their feet on the desks - it 
doesn't always happen, but we told them not to 
be totally shocked." Esther Broomhall, a junior 
American History major from England, thought 
the program was extremely helpful. "Meeting 
other international students [was wonder- 
ful] - they're my closest friends 
now," she said. Broomhall also agreed with Kokinda's opinion that classes in 
the United States can be very different from in other countries. 
"Americans do so much more work," Broomhall said. "Also, at home, we 
go into a big lecture hall—the professor lectures and the students take notes—but 
here, there's much more participation." 
Yuki Yoshie, a junior communications major from Japan, reaffirmed 
Broomhall's observation. "There's lots of work here ... [also,] the students and 
teachers interact a lot," Yoshie said, explaining that in Japan, the students and 
professors rarely intermingle. "The^nYironment, is also so different. I'd 
used a bus on campus before, and this is my first time living in dorms." 
Both Broomhall, who attends I-eicester University in Leicester, England, 
and Yoshie, who attends Nanzan University in Nagoya, Japan, say they received 
little preparation from their home schools before departing to Virginia."We had 
a few meetings with the director of Study Abroad, who warned us a bit about 
culture shock, but we were pretty much thrown in," said Broomhall. 
In addition to Transition America, many international students choose to 
live in Ashby Hall, home of the Madison International Program. Here, both 
American students and international students live together in an atmosphere 
designed to promote mutual exchanges of culture. 
"Ashby is a great place. Everyone's so nice," Broomhall said, "It's also 
good to have fellow international students on your doorstep—they know what 
you're going through." 
Yoshie said, "When I have trouble, [other students] can listen to mo 
and understand." Yoshie also noted that Ashby Hall is convenient for inter- 
national students because many of the residence hall programs are directed 
toward international residents. 
The international students attending JMU may have a lot to learn about 
the United States, but Kokinda thinks that American students can benefit 
from their interaction with them. "They have so much to offer," Kokinda said. 
"Most are well-traveled, articulate, have dynamic personalities and, most of 
all, they want to have a great experience while they are here." 
Broomhall certainly is enjoying her time in the United States so far, 
and recommends that students try to find an opportunity to study abroad. "It's 
hard at first, but it's an opportunity—Go for it." Interested students should 
visit the Office of International Programs, located at 1077 
South Main Street or vail x 86419. 
iM» mrrnm 
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James McHone 
IMU Triathalon's 2nd Annual Donut 5K 
•      • is giving away 
Saturday Septembei 4. 2004 
another $ 100! 
Show up wearing a James McHone T-shirt to be in the running. 
JAMES MCHONE 
antique    L        jewelry 
Don't how o t-shirt? Call 433- 1833 
0^
V' Breakfast All Day 
Breakfast Bum to 
•Hi. bun. Cheddar rhmn. uaun. A oalon 
Breakfast in a Wrap or Kaiser Roll 
•U". bacon. Cheddar caeaee, avocado, tomato. 
• mayo 
\feggie Wrap 
•its. Cheddar cheaae. ipinach. (naa pepper, 
tad oak*. vaaaM Mas cheese, * Thai iu 
Egg A Cheddar Cheese on a Bagel or Croissant     $2.29 
add bacon or sausage $2 99 
Tsylot Ham, Egg A Cheese on s Bagel $3.19 
Bagels $6J 
lowfai cream cheese- regular, strawberry,      $139 
A veggie 
Want to Minor in Marketing? 
Want to study in Belgium? 
Check out the new JMU minor in 
European Marketing 
(for non-business majors only) 
Spend the summer of 2005 in 
Antwerp, Belgium,and earn a 
Minor in European Marketing at 
the same time. 
All class instruction in English! 
No foreign language needed. 
Field trips to England, France, 
Luxembourg, Germany, the 
Netherlands, and to cities 
throughout Belgium. 




Informational meeting on Thursday, September 9, 
at 6:30 p.m. and again at 7:30 p.m., 
in Showker Hall, room 107. 
Come join the Celebration... 
Over 100 years of leadership, values, and friendship! 
frtnijbpi feffiwer when £}$&$ c*ty Uyefher 
mi 
A sorority is a group of women who have come together to join friend- 
ship and sisterhood to enhance their college experience. Here at James 
Madison University, the eight chapters on campus support and value: 
* Academic Excellence to Her members 
* Friendship and Lifelong Membership 
* Integrity and Loyalty 
* Decision-making and Leadership 
* Women's Health and Weil-Being 
•k Service to our Community 
* Positive Relationships with James Madison University 
WHERE: COMMONS- ACROSS FROM D-HALL 
WHEN: AUGUST 30TH - SEPTEMBER 3RD, 10 a.m - 2 p.m. 
COST: $33.00 SIGN-UP FEE 
' Hakuna Matata 
Students gear up for 
another year, pushing 
their worries aside. VARIETY 
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"We slowly have tried to take over the 
world, and rarely pay enough attention to 





BY ASHLEY MCCLELLAND 
senior writer 
On every trip I've ever taken, I've 
brought along a book. In my family, it 
is a sin to travel without a good novel. 
My little sister never gets into a car 
without one, whether it is for a cross 
country trip or a ride to the grocery 
store. This summer, before flying to 
Colorado, I had a hard time finding 
a book in which I wanted to invest 
time. I settled on one of my childhood 
favorites — "Watership Down." 
I first read "Watership Down," an 
endearing story about rabbits, in sev- 
enth grade after my mother suggested 
it to me. Personally, I shy away from 
books about traveling because they all 
fall into the same pattern. The trav- 
eler doesn't want to embark on a long 
lourney, then they do, then they get in 
trouble, solve it and come home. 
This book followed a similar pat- 
tern, but there was something endear- 
ing about the rabbits. The imaginary 
world that Richard Adams creates fas- 
cinated me. The leadership structure 
within the warrens where the rabbits 
live and the invented words that they 
speak sparked my imagination. 
Reading the book in college, I've 
uncovered the deeper meaning of the 
story. You discover strange things 
when reading an old book again. What 
caught my attention most was the 
notion of how humans treat nature. 
Throughout the book, humans 
are criticized for relationships with 
nature. We get to see how we treat 
animals. The way that our society 
views nature is scary. We slowly have 
tried to take over the world, and 
rarely pay enough attention to the 
natural life around us — from the 
animals to their habitats. It makes 
one wonder if at some point we will 
run out of places to expand. 
The notion of starting over in a for- 
eign place is an idea with which most 
are familiar. The rabbits were forced 
to leave the home they had known all 
their lives; they had to travel to a new 
place to build a new warren. 
The rabbits' travel reminded me 
that we all have done this same 
reestablishing since coming to col- 
lege. We left our childhood homes, 
stretched our legs and created a new 
home for ourselves. 
BY K MHI KIM Ross 
contributing writer 
Something must be in the 
Harrisonburg air — possibly the 
horrendous dog food smell — to 
cause the crazy events that hap- 
pen in dorms. Below, students 
reveal some of their dormitory 
dilemmas. 
ViMini to Iht wroiHj but 
Junior Caitiyn Powitz recalled 
r r^ 77TY^ 
Stink. itMk. Hunk 
Students don't have to be 
dancing to cause a stir, however. 
Unplugging certain items in one's 
room can result in major disas- 
ter. Junior Susan Benjaminson 
recounted how a hallmate of hers 
unplugged her refrigerator so she 
could use her VCR. 
The hallmate did not remem- 
ber the plug switch until four 
weeks later, when someone 
smelled a curious odor coming 
from the room. 
"Honestly, we could smell it 
before we stepped out of the 
elevatorl  I  posted a sign to let 
everyone know exactly where the 
nasty smell lived," Benjaminson 
said. To all of the hallmates' hor- 
ror, milk had been left in the 
refrigerator. 
Benjaminson and her hall- 
mates picked up the fridge and 
carried it to the bathroom on the 
other side of the hall in order to 
wash it out. The fridge then was 
left out in the hall. 
The entire incident resulted in 
two incident documentations by 
their RA for stinking up a public 
area and the other for leaving the 
disgusting item in the hall, which 
strictly is prohibited by the Office 
of Residence Life. 
^      ft     V 
the dance parties of her freshman 
and sophomore year; hardly a day 
passed without one. She endured 
choreographed numbers — com- 
plete with costumes — that were 
performed every time a new per- 
son came to their suite. 
The worst came when two 
suitcmates executed a well- 
thought out parody of a music 
video during finals week. "How 
can a girl function with so many 
distractions?" Powitz said. 
SavdkytrMMI 
Most students understand 
how to properly use a micro- 
wave to make popcorn. Sadly, 
there are some who manage 
to fail at it miserably — at 4 
a.m. — on the second night 
of freshmen orientation. As 
a result, junior Christen 
Lawrence and her hallmates 
rudely were awoken by a 
shrieking fire alarm. 
"Our anger at that late 
hour was greatly intensified 
by having to walk down 
from the eighth floor and 
knowing    we'd    have     to 
climb back up [the stairs|," 
Lawrence said. 
Their night became more 
interesting when a group of 
guys walked up to them with 
a bouquet of flowers that 
they had rescued from the 
dumpster. 
When the guys decid- 
ed to serenade them with 
"You've Lost that Loving 
Feeling," the girls realized 
that dorm life can shake 
a person up, but when it 
comes right down to it, these 
moments — good and bad 
— are what make college so 
worthwhile. 
KEVAN MOVBt/gnpUc 
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In a Los Angele* Superior court room on July 27. Courtmy Lova receives 
her eerrtence: 18 month* In a drug rehabilitation program. "I'm doing 
OK," aaM Lava. -I'm doing weN, aa a matter of factT 
Worries set on backburner as year heats up 
JMU students of all ages expound their hopes, fears 
BY TRACY HACKER 
staff writer 
Although the school year 
lust started, senior Andy Pincus 
admits he fears graduating. 
"I never thought that I would 
ever be a senior, and now that 
|senior year) is here, it's quite 
frightening," he said. "When I 
first got to JMU, I didn't know 
how well I was going to adapt to 
life here, and now that I am leav- 
ing at the end of this school year, I 
am scared because I love it." 
As the campus has changed 
over the summer, so has the cur- 
rent study body. With the new 
semester, students readjust to col- 
lege life, and with that comes a lot 
of responsibility. 
Some students look forward to 
being back at school, while others 
fear everything that this semester 
has in store. 
"Probably the biggest thing 
I'm fearful about is academic suc- 
cess because, for the first time, 
no one's there to make sure I'm 
turning things in on time, keep- 
ing up to date with classes," said 
freshman John Weaver. 
Sophomore Nick Dwyer 
admits   that   although   he   was 
-U  
Socially, JMU is more 
welcoming than I 
imagined it to be. 
— John Weaver 
freshman 
 7? 
"unexpectedly nervous" to be 
starting his general education 
classes last year as a freshman, 
this year, his anxiety has not 
completely subsided. 
"Now that I find myself 
once again repeating the general 
education approach with classes 
for this year, I feel pressed to 
declare a major," he said. 
Last year sophomore Laura 
Romaniello was somewhat appre- 
hensive about entering college and 
being able to find her classes. As 
a sophomore, however, she feels 
less threatened. 
"I know what to expect and 
I am more prepared |for classes 
and the college lifestyle," she 
said. With one year of col- 
lege experience under her  belt, 
Romaniello says she hopes to 
motivate herself "to do well and 
concentrate on school." 
Some students are able to push 
aside their back-to-school woes 
and look forward to the social 
aspect of returning to JMU. 
Weaver said meeting and 
greeting at JMU is easier than he 
thought it would be. 
"Socially, JMU is more 
welcoming than I imagined it to 
be. Generally people introduce 
themselves and are pretty polite," 
he said. 
However, he also feels his pre- 
college experiences didn't com- 
pletely prepare him for what he 
found at JMU. 
"So far, the adjustment to 
college has been both easy and 
tough. In some ways high school 
prepared me very well (or some 
of the challenges that lay ahead 
in college, but there are definitely 
a lot of things that you just can't 
prepare for," said Weaver. 
Pincus most looks forward to 
seeing friends that he did not get 
to see over the summer. 
"People always have good 
stories after summer vacation 
and it's good to get together and 
laugh about it," he said. 
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WEST SIDE BAPTIST CHURCH 
Sharing the Unchanging Message of Christ Wllh A Changing World 
9:00 am  Traditional Worship 
9:50 am  Discipleship 
11:00 am  Contemporary Worship 
Jay McGuirk 
Minister to Students 
jay@westside~baptist.org 
715 W Wolfe Street 
Harrisonburg. VA  22802 
540.434.9634 
www.westside-baptlst.org 
_pw Prices -   Best Food - Low, Low, Low Prices - Best FOQ 
a 
l H China Express i 
Free Delivery (540) 568-9899 
ci«v A^^«.r»*«^ Sun-Thu until 1am Flex Accepted & Fri-Sat until 2am 
Super Combo 
'•'•.,,    «»,,' 
  
Wins25,000 
for grad school! 
Enter to win the Kaplan Gets You In. 
And Pays Your Way Sweepstakes! 
How do I Hrtv? 
Visit kaptMt.com/28k 
WhowkMT 
One lucky person will win $25,000 toward the first year 
o( law, business, graduate, medical or dental school. 
Who*. Is the draw in*? 
The winner will be selected on January 12, 2005 and will be 
notified by mail/email Immediately following the drawing. 
KAPLAN 1-800  KAP  TEST kaptest.com/25k 
SC1   Chicken Broccoli 
SC2   Pork, Chicken, Beef or Shrimp Chow Mein 
SC3  Sweet and Sour Chicken 
SC4   Sweet and Sour Pork 
SC5   Moo Goo Gai Pan 
* SC6   Chicken with Garlic Sauce 
* SC7   Hunan Chicken 
SC8   Pork with Mixed Vegetables 
SC9   Mixed Chinese Vegetables 
* SC10 Hunan Vegetables 
SC11 Chicken with Cashew Nuts 
* SC12 Kung Pao Chicken 
* SC13 Szechuan Chicken 
SC14 Almond Chicken 
* SC15 Hunan Beef 
SC16 Pepper Steak 
SC17 Beet with Broccoli 
* SC18 Szechuan Beef 
SC19 Jumbo Shrimp with Lobster Sauce 
SC20 Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables 
* SC21 Hunan Shrimp 
SC22 Triple Delight 
> SC23 General Tso's Chicken 
SC24 Sesame Chicken 
SC25 Four Seasons 
SC26 Pork, Chicken, Beel, or Shrimp Lo Mein 
SC27 Chicken with Vegetables 
' SC28 Orange Flavored Chicken 
Indicates Spicy (can be altered to taste) 
onlyf^Z^ 
All come with 
Sweet and Sour Chicken 
Spring Roll 
8 QZ. Plain Fried Rice 
and choice of soup: 
Wonton, 
Egg Drop, 
or Hot and Sour 
and don't forget.. 
25c Cheese Wontons 
(limit 2 with SI5 purchase) 
Lunch Special S3.95 and up 
China Express 
1031 Port Republic Rd 
Menu, Specials and Map Found On 
GoLookOrLCom 
Buy your textbooks on eBay 
and save up to £&$) 0GtT 
the list price. 
f>R! 
*°Be C°^ »"d £ c.r* 
W*9" ^»*** 9* rfJe.1 
*•*!To« •*" p 
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Hummus becomes kitchen hit 
BY AIMEE RAVENELLE 
contributing writer 
In the world of dining hall cuisine, 
healthy food options are broadened every 
year to accommodate those who seek 
more nutritious and appetizing selections. 
Whether attempting to avoid gaining the 
"freshman IS," or simply to fit the needs 
of a vegetarian or vegan lifestyle, hummus 
is a healthy and flavorful dish that can be 
found on campus, or easily made in your 
dorm or apartment. This inexpensive dish 
makes a wonderful appetizer or snack when 
combined traditionally with pita bread, 
chips or fresh vegetables and also is excellent 
prepared in a wrap. 
"Many versions of hummus have exist- 
ed for thousands and thousands of years," 
according to the popular organic food com- 
pany Mediterranean Delights. Hummus is an 
Arabic and Greek food commonly found in the 
Middle East, the Mediterranean and India and 
has become increasingly popular in the United 
States over the years. The word hummus 
appropriately means "chickpea" in Arabic, as 
booking 
101 
chickpeas are the main ingredient in the dish. 
One of the most delicious aspects of 
hummus is that it is deceivingly healthy. 
The high fiber content of chickpeas aids 
in lowering cholesterol, while also pre- 
venting blood sugar levels from increas- 
ing too quickly after eating, according to 
The George Mateljan Foundation for the 
World's Healthiest Foods. Such research 
makes it apparent that not only is hummus 
delicious, but it is healthy as well. So, eat 
up and enjoy without a guilty conscience! 
f H-«_A 
M                                                                        N, 
lntr.JI.ntK 0> a. Mr* »—<           0»« ... cappa •"•• 
OH uaapaa tiha putt        0" ■>•«• «*■ pH« 
0«a« Ottawa hast pa    OaJanli tatpan M pap« 
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him al apidieK in a lood proctuor or binder and ma until a 
imoorti pant to™   K IM tiummui tpr»ad it too dry, ant a ktdt olin? 
•il to pi the dnirtd coniattncy. Uu rwmmui u a dip lor lm« 
>H»uWn, chips, pita toad a u» at a spread, bop rtthficaitd 
and Basil                                                    ^ 
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Puree all ingredients in a food processor or blender 
and mix until a smooth paste forms.   If the hummus 
spread is toe dry, add a little olive oil to set the 
desired consistency. Use hummus as a dip tor fresh 
vegetables, chips, pita bread or use as a spread. 
^ Keep refrigerated.                                                          t 
IMYOU! 
Don't forget about our 
Entertainment Guide! 
Look for it 
September 7 
Student Organization Night! 
Monday, September fl 
College Cent er Lawn (Rain Location: College Center Ballroom) 
S PJDX ■ 9 PJDOL 
Ovcir 200+ JMU rJulM will be prtuMmfl 
Learn more about how to get In vulved on campus! 
JMU Clubs and Orgs: A Positive Influence! 
Wilderness FEATURING 
' OUTDOOR WEAR AND EQUIPMENT 
BACKPACKING - CLIMBING 
PATAGOMIA- GRAMICCI - GREGORY 
PETZL - KELTV - TEVA - VASQUE - MERRELL 
M.S.R - THERM-A-REST - NORTH FACE 
BIRKENSTOCK - KEEN - GARMONT- MARMOT 
BLACK DIAMOND - BOLLE - SIERRA DESIGNS 
CANOEING - CAMPING - TRAVEL     ALPS - WIGWAM - THOR-LO - COLUMBIA 
CLOTHING - FOOTWEAR 
X-C SKIS & ACCESORIES 
MOUTAINSMrTH - SMARTWOOL 
U-SG-S. TOPO MAPS 
ACCL88 HOAD IO IHL 8IILKAI ON INN 16*4 t. MARKL.1 81.. IIAHHWONUUWQ 
End   of S tJ m m •=» r*  SAL 
434-7234 
+ htto;//www.wi ldv.com 
ing   don   r^OWI 
The Breeze Classifieds, 
It's Powerful 
I HEWBREEZC 
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Deceit, lies part of the game of love 
Relationship dilemas cause unwanted drama during first week of school 
BY GEARY COX 
senior writer 
Let's not name names, but as I 
sat down to write this column, I had 
so much to say, and yet so little to 
say. In a week of routine behavior 
— classes during the week, parties 
on the weekend — the relationship 
blunders I have seen this past week 
have been less than routine. 
Most of the problems I have 
seen deal with a certain fear in a 
relationship — fears of honesty, 
emotion and guilt. 
First, my housemate and his 
girlfriend went on a break because 
she wasn't feeling the love any- 
more. There certainly are other 
dynamics that I can't perceive as 
an outsider, but the situation begs 
the question — are people giv- 
ing up on relationships more, or 
are they just not aware that any 
good relationship moves through 
phases? 
A very good friend of mine was 
cheating on his significant other 
for the entire duration of their 
relationship. What makes the situ- 
ation much worse from my per- 
spective is that my friend never felt 
any compunction to come forward 
and own up to his guilt — he fully 
intended to love two people at 
once. Can it even work in theory? 
Another friend of mine dumped 
her boyfriend two days ago because 
he, in her eyes, wasn't making her 
a priority — she saw him doing 
things   with   her  simply  because 
he felt obligated to do so. Maybe 
that is the situation, maybe not 
— I certainly only got her side of 
the story. She dumped this guy 
she was so into a week ago, and 
she complained because he cried. 
"I was like, 'Whoa there!'" she 
said. "He was crying so much 
that he couldn't talk." I didn't say 
anything, but I remember how 
she agonized a month ago over 
whether to say "I love you," and 
was elated when she did. Why the 
sudden change? 
There are so many other anec- 
dotes to share, but let's not relive 
them all. Let's |ust say there were 
lies, deceptions, back-stabbing com- 
ments and people gossiping in IHOP. 
If you're not involved in a situation 
at all, why are you discussing it over 
a short stack of pancakes? 
I admit that I am usually a hard- 
toned cynic. But isn't it hard to be 
optimistic when you're single and 
you see behavior like this in the first 
days of school? 
Hopefully you have not had a 
similar beginning to an otherwise 
hopeful school year. Hopefully 
you've never dealt with weeks like 
this — but I know better. Everyone 
deals with and watches condem- 
nable behavior, but why does it 
persist? Why can't we stop our 
bad behavior and be good human 
beings? Maybe we're too afraid to 
own our guilt and too afraid of our 
emotions. Maybe we're too afraid 
of being together and too afraid of 




for  Spring 2005 
APPLICATIONS  Ol.t 9- 
FrIJ.y,   S.ptxnrxr   IT,   I fl 0 4 .   by   3pm 
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"Great teams have distinct person- 
alities, and Kurt is one of those 
distinct personalities." 
TOM MARTIN 
men's soccer coach 
MEN'S SOCCER 
Morsink matures as teammate 
BY JORDAN SCAMBOS 
contributing writer 
Sophomore midfielder Kurt 
Morsink's 20-point campaign in 
2003 established him as one of 
the Dukes' most skilled players. 
This season he will be relied 
upon by his leammares to estab- 
lish himself as a leader as well, 
coach Tom Martin said. 
Morsink has been playing 
at an elite level for his entire 
soccer career. He attended 
high school at the famous IMG 
Academy in Bradenton, HI. At 
the IMG Academy, Morsink's 
daily focus was soccer. 
"|IMG| was the best 
preparation tor rhe college 
level," Morsink said. "Playing 
soccer for four hours every day 
helped build my passion for the 
game." 
While the academy is well- 
known for building soccer skills, 
it also has a reputation of boost- 
ing egos as well. 
"Academies like that do 
everything they can to pro- 
mote and build players for 
the college level," Martin said. 
"But, at the same time, the 
focus is on the singular player, 
not the team concept." 
Morsink added that it's his 
competitive fire that fuels his 
aggressive play. 
"Coming in last year, I was 
used to being the leader and it 
was tough taking a secondary 
role," Morsink said. "I realize 
my personality on the field 
can be abrasive, but that's just 
my competitive nature taking 
over. I hate to lose." 
Small arguments that pop 
up at practice usually are cen- 
tered on IMG alumni, including 
Morsink. 
"Those distractions can 
damage teams energy," Martin 
said. "Kurt's form of commu- 
nication can-be very emotional. 
Until his teammates are accus 
see MORSINK. page 18 
Sophomores competitive personality drives Dukes 
FILE PHOTO 
Sophomore mkmatdw Kurt Mor.lt* defend* a«aM,t Tfw CoHofe of William and Mary In a CAA playoff game last smon. 
—  WOMEN'S SOCCER 
Dukes defeat Gamecocks on Argy s goal 
Junior scores game-winner in double overtime as Dukes start season 2-0 
BY MATTHEW STOSS 
assistant sports editor 
Sometimes, it iust 
comes down to what you 
wear. 
"We're 2-0)n my new 
gold shirt," coach Dave 
Lombardo said. "I'm not 
changing it." 
Afteraseason-opening 
victory Friday night, 
against the University 
of Richmond, JMU 
and Lombardo's shirt 
continued their winning 
ways Sunday at the JMU 
Soccer Complex with a 
3-2 double-overtime win 
over the University of 
South .Carolina. 
"If wc came out with 
a loss after playing the 
extra nme, it would've been 
hard," junior midfielder 
Karly Skladany said. "But 
the OT win makes you 
more appreciative. It shows 
you didn't give up." 
The Dukes stuck with 
the Gamecocks till the 
very end. 
With less than two_ 
minutes remaining in the 
second and final overtime, 
the scon- was knotted up 
at 2 apiece and JMU set up 
for its fourth corner kick 
of the afternoon. 
Sunda) 
The feed came in from 
Skladany and deflected 
off sophomore defender/ 
midfielder Shannon Seipp 
to the foot of junior for- 
ward Kim Argy. 
The ball found, the 
back of the net to give the 
Dukes a 3-2 win. 
"When the ball was 
coming, I knew all I had 
m do f~ 
w«l kick 
'•   '#• 
A ,r g y I 
said.   "I 





of her shot implications 
didn't faze her. 
"You don't even think 
about [the pressure)," she 
said. "I just wanted to get 
the ball into the net." 
Argy's game-winner 
was set up by earlier goals 
from Skladany and sopho- 
more (prwardVmidfieldcr 
N.H.,l^'Ewell.    ,' 
, First, Skladany gave 
JMU ft 1-0 advantage 
when, she headed it in; off 
a corner kick in the 21" 
minute. 
"It was a perfect pass," 
she   said.   "I   just   found 
myself wide-open in front 
of the goal and put it in." 
Ewell made her con- 
tribution in the 63'' 
minute when the soph- 
omore from Richmond 
got open just outside the 
box and went top shelf 
to break a 1-1 tie. 
"Normally, I'd be a 
player that brings the 
ball down and passes it," 
Ewell said. "But I found 
myself open and thought 
I'd shoot." 
USCs offense kept pace 
«ith JMU'f in regulation as 
the Gamecocks answered. 
both of the Dukes' scores 
with goals of their own, 
in the 56* minute and the 
84" minute. 
With the win, the 
Dukes already have 
matched their longest win- 
ning streak of a season 
ago — two. 
"We might've lost this 
game last year," Lombardo 
said. "But we've had bal- 
anced scoring in the pre- 
•wton. We've scored 10 
goals by eight different 
players. It's boosted the 
team's morale." 
In this year's preseason, 
the Dukes took a trip out of 
the country to get ready for 
their national rivals. JMU 
Red-ahlrt senior dale no* r Bryant Karplnski defend* against USC'a Sara 
Jane Harris during Sunday's game at the JMU Soccer Complex. The 
Dukes won 3-2 on lunlor toward Kim Argy's goal In double overtime. 
barnstormed through 
Canada, playing 
Ottawa University, club 
and semi-pro teams en 
route to accumulating a 
5-0 record. 
"Last year, we were 
in a rut," Ewell said. We 
didn't have any playing 
experience before the 
season, but now we've 
got a lot of momentum 
and hopefully it will 
keep going." 
JMU's momen- 
tum and Lombardo's 
lucky shin arc next in 
action Sept. 4 at the 
JMU Soccer Complex 
when they rake on 
another Southeastern 
Conference  foe  in  the 
University of Alabama. 
Game time is set for 
1:30 p.m. 
"That gives us a lot of 
confidence," Lombardo 
said. "It is a power con- 
ference. This is a good 
(Ratings Percentage 
lndex| win. We play a 
lot of those teams and 
we're not afraid." 




The Kent State Flashes 
scored two goals in the 
second half to defeat visiting 
JMU 2-0 Saturday at Kent 
State University. 
Freshman Kate McGowan 
scored both goals for Kent 
State. The Flashes attempted 
one shot on goal in the first 
half but took 10 shots in the 
second half. 
McGowan's first goal 
came in the opening minute 
of the second half; her second 
was with 13 minutes left in 
the game. 
Red-shirt sophomore forward 
Maureen Klinger had five shots 
on goal for the Dukes, who fell 
to 0-1 on the season. Red-shirt 
tumor goalkeeper Lori Amico 
had five saves for JMU. 
— from staff reports 
— FOOTBALL — 
Catterton 
joins Dukes 
Sophomore safety Robbie 
Catterton was added to the 
Dukes' roster last week after 
clearing his eligibility with the 
NCAA. 
Catterton transferred from 
the University of Virginia and 
began practicing with the 
Dotes Thursday. 
"We're happy that he's 
here," coach Mickey Matthews 
said. "We fully expect him to 
have an impact." 
The addition of Cattertoi. 
comes at the heels of two 
events that depleted the Dukes' 
depth in their defensive back- 
field. Red-shirt senior safety 
Rondell Bradley was convicted 
of property damage two weeks 
ago and has been suspended 
from the team. Sophomore 
defensive back Stefan Orange 
quit the team last week. 
Orange previously had attend- 
ed UVa. with Catterton. 
Catterton will be evaluated 
at all three safety positions and 
should add depth to the Dukes' 
secondary, Matthews said. 
"We're trying to evaluate 
him," Matthews said. "We're 
going to see what his best posi- 
tion is and see how it goes." 
Catterton saw action in 10 
games for the Cavaliers in 2003 
as a true freshman. He played in 
the secondary and on punt and 
kickoff return teams. Catterton 
had four tackles during the regu- 
lar season and had an intercep- 
tion against the University of 
Pittsburgh in the Continental 
Tire Bowl last January. 
— from staff reports 
CAROLYN WMSEXJKm* photowaptvr 
The Dukes held an open prac- 
tice Saturday and unveiled a 
new Inflatable Duke Dog at part 
of the football team's Meet 
the Dukes' day at Bridgeforth 
Stadium. The Dukes open their 
season Sep. 4 against Lock 
Haven. 
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MORSINK: Fiery play 
influences teammates 
MORSINK, from pagr 17 
tomed to it, it can be seen 
as antagonistic." 
However, both Martin and 
Morsink recognize that last sea- 
son's Team Rookie of the Year is 
constantly growing and maturing 
"Over the spring I got a chance 
to become more comfortable winS 
the guys," Morsmk said. "Rdaxmg, 
eating nether and ntst hanging out 
have helped build team chemistry." 
Bonding with teammates 
has changed Morsink's on- 
held composure. 
"He has done a good job 
of channeling his emotions 
lately," Martin said. 
In a name scrimmage against 
George Washington University 
Saturday, Morsink demonstrated 
his newly acquired composure. 
A scoring dunce m me first half 
seemed to be lost when Morsink, 
who was streaking with the ball 
around (he Colonials' penalty box, 
was taken down hard by a defend- 
er. Morsink, without a complaint 
to the referee, gathered himself and 
turned in a successful free kick from 
25 yards out. He ended up with 
two goals and an assist on the day. 
Dcspur posing team chemistry' 
problems in the past, Martin feels 
that Morsnks strong persnnalify 
can he used to the teams advanage. 
"Great teams have distinct 
personalities," Martin said. 
"And Kurt is one of those 
distinct personalities.* 
As Morsink becomes more 
comfortable with his new role 
as a leader and offensive center- 
piece, the Dukes should thrive. 
"As 1 learn to keep my com- 
posure and mature as a leader, 
this team wdl mature with me," 
Morsink said. 
CAROLYN WALSER/iTTUor phnU'grnphtr 
Rad^Mrt Mnlor mhNMder Christy Matzker fights for the ball In Sunday's gam* against USC. 





Sophomore forward Sarah 
Cebulski scored her first colle- 
giate goal to lift | MI' to a 1-0 
victory over the University of 
Richmond Spiders Friday night 
in the Dukes' season opener. 
Junior goalkeeper Jessica 
Hussey recorded five saves 
for the Dukes. The Spiders 
had 13 shots on goal com- 
pared to JMU's 12. 
The Spiders' best scoring 
opportunity came with three 
minutes left in the game, but 
Richmond's Annette Isham 
missed a header to the left-hand 
side of the goal. 
—from staff reports 
CarilMfcfii Tan 
Back to School Special! 
30 beds @ each Location 
Two Great Locations! 
Two Great Specials! 
Vii I   ' V-/ 
I   Carifi^iTan |  CaritJ^iiTan 
I Buy 3 tans for | Buy 5 tans for 
I $10 
Limit one per customer. 
■   Coupon can only be used once. 
$20 
I       Limit one per customer. 
■  Coupon can only be used once. 
9-10p.m.Mon. - Fri. 
10-8 p.m. Sat. 
12-8 p.m. Sun. 
Early Bird Special! 
Buy a single session half price 
before noon! 




V    433-9989 
Harrisonburg Crossing 
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FOR RENT 
SPONSIBLE ROOMMATh "anted 
r ■ house clow lo campus $415 (hills 
eluded) plui Sec dtp. (540) 438-7608. 
SPONSIBLE  ROOMMATH  wauled 
r a house olT Sunrise Ave. near campus. 
O/mon  (757)615-1898. 
PRINli SUBLEASE Sublease available 
spring semester 2005 Back bedroom 
I lice Southviev. apanmenl w private 
i and walk-in closet  Ethernet, 
and   phone    included!    SJ3I. 
•(net)   s"™n    804-267-0626   or 
rxh(a}jmv rdu. 
| •broad Spring Semester? 
| Use The Breeze classified ads in nil 
your vacancy! 
I never too early, so go online in place 
your ad today! 
www.ihebrreze.org 
SOUTHVIEW SUBI ET Cable, ethemct, 
AC phone Private room and bath. Call 
Jim. 434-980-7751 or (540) 967-9669 
ORAD STUDENT HOUSING 
walking distance 10 JMU and shopping 
3 level townhousc. furnished, 4 
bedrooms. 2 baths, sparkling clean, 
AC. dishwasher, microwave, laundry. 
Son-smoking, no pets $900.00 month 
Individual leases Call K10-0922 or email 
payoderlgskntet net 
PORSCHE 1987 Porsche 924S Fresh 
top end. A wolf in sheep's clothing. See 
at foreign Car Service. 609 N Main 
DINETTE SET * SOFA Table * 4 
Padded swivel chairs ($100 00) Sofa 
* love seat (Cargo type) $15000. 
(540)234-8174. 
MIR s RIDGE Furnished 
phone.     $240/bodrooiri     Cell 
13-727-4128. 
ROE   I   BR,   convenient   location, 
V/D. no pea. $450. (540) 433-1569 
LIFEGUARDS WANTED 




until positions are filled 
(949) 434-6571 (ar iafaraialion. 
GYMNASTICS INSTRUCTOR 
Harrisonhuig Parks A Recreation is look- 
ing for gymnastic* instructors for la 
recreational gymnaelics classes. Csaaaea 
meet Monday A Wednesday afternoons. 
Call (540)433-9168. 
SEEKING EXPERIENCED DJS 
Cell Mike, afternoons/ evenings 
(540) 442-9097. 
Look tor new feature! 
coming soon when you visll 
77>e Breeze on the webl 
www.thtbmu.org 
DANCE INSTRUCTOR Hamsonburg 
Parks A Recreance! is seeking part 
lime entry-level dance instructors for 
children 3-12 years old. Must have 
experience in ballet, up and jazz. Call 
(540)433-9168. 
DANCERS WANTED for local 
gentlemen's club. Excellent opportunity 
to make up lo $ 1,000 a week. Call Kevin 
at (540) 271-2345. 
GROUP HOME Seeks reliable, caring 
Pan-lime and Full-time Aide*. Flexible 
scheduling. Requires high school 
diploma and acceptable driving record. 
(540) 879-2655. 
PARKING SERVICES is currently 
seeking students interested in working for 
the student enforcement program Apply 
on the web at wwwjnm.Ktu.'perkinf, or in 
person at out office located on the ground 
level of the parking deck Call 568-6105. 
or e-mail Jmuparkl*gl0O4t.dJionnatl .isn 
for adeetional information 
GYMNASTICS INSTRUCTORS I 
si Skyline Gymnastics Clasee* at JMU. 
Call (540) 433-3427. 
BARTENDING' $250/day Potential. No 
experience necessary Training provided. 
(800) 9654520 Ext. 212 
SURFS UP! RccoSurf Staff warned 
for Fall/ Winter 2004 season $7/ far 
lo start For more infcrmsoon vent 
Hwwesttrva/Jrycom or call 
(540)607-6670 
YOUR AD HERE 
STUDENTS K) HELP on horse farm in 
exchange for leiaona A riding privileges. 
JO min from JMU. Opportunity to show 
and foxhunt. Flexible hrt. Expenence 
required      828-3223     for    information 
AIRBRI :SII TATTOO ARTIST and 
Recreational Entertainment Staff wanted 
for Fall Winter 2004 Season Most 
Positions available ai Masanutten Resort 
locations. $7 hr ww» miitvalley com or 
(540)607-sJ670. 
RECREATIONAL ~DANCF 
ASSISTANTS Mist Valley is currently 
leeking ballroom and swing dance 
instructional assistants and family 
dance night uafl*. For more information 
vilit ".-v.-* .mlstvalleycom or call 
(540) 607-6670. 
HANDYPERSON with carpentry skills. 
Competitive pay. Your hours. 568-3068 
TAKING ONLINE SURVEYS MAKES 
YOU S75! www. GetPaidToThink.com 
WAITRESS. JESS' LUNCH 2 All Shifts. 
Apply within between 11 a.m to 2 p.m 
INTERIOR PAINTER Experience. 
Required. Competitive Pay Your Hours. 
Call 568-3068 
Your Ad in The Breeze 
Get the impact of print, and ihe imme- 
diacy of the web! 
Get both for one small price. 
Order online. Sec your ad online AND in 
prim! Try placing an ad today! 
www.thtbnttettrt 
Sexual Assault Prevention 
Office of Sexual Auault Prevcntioi 
Support group for wrvivors of touul uuult 
and child sexual abuse is begnuog Please 
contact CtMsstJM (wuenhcx>orLain(boy- 
dlw) for info regarding lane, da), and Iocs- 
Dm. The group ptuviJes a late. coafideatiaJ 
environment to <>harc etpcrKDces. 
TRAVEL FOR THE HOLIDAYS using 
CollegeTramit from the JMU campus 
to locations in NY. NJ. CT, PA, MA and 
MD (BWI Airport). Visit our website 
al wwwcollegeiransli.com today! 
HORSEBACK RIDING LESSONS 30 
min. louth of JMU $25/hour 828-3223 
toKhedule. 
GUITAR LESSONS Beginner to 
Intermediate. Most styles Theory, 
■ongwnting, playing by car Competitive 
Rates. Call Orcg ,540) 41 VMM 
SPRING BREAK 2005 Travel with STS. 
America's "1 Student Tour Operator lo 
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulcn. Bahamai 
and Florida. Now hiring on-campus reps. 
Call for group discount* Information 
Reservations I -800-648-4849. 
to** .sarravei com. 
pou could be doing this online. 
www.thebreeze.or^classifieds 
# 
University Program Board 
James Madlton Unrveralty 
■■■^^^^■■■■■■i 
September Movies All Filmi |2.50 No Book Bart Allowed 
WEDNESDAY THURSDA 
September 1-2 




2 & 10pm 
r 
*•/ »f 
..-».     ,   -\RTHUR 
jmber 22-23 




i - Troy 
September 17-18 
7 & 10pm 
T/(>e Passion 




7 & 10pm 
I James Madison University 
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Pheasant Run 
Town homes 
Front Door Parking, Beautifully Landscaped Yards 
Great Room Eat In 
Kitchen 
Deck or Patio 
Cable/Phone/Ethernet available, 
Free Bus Service, Dishwasher, 
Washer and Dryer, Microwave, 
Refrigerator with Ice Maker!!! 
Pheasant Run 
Townhomes 
Call 801-0660, e-mail pheasant@pheasantrun.net 
or stop by 321 Pheasant Run Circle 
Monday - Friday 10am - 5pm 
View a map to our location on GoIjoofcOnCom 
->-»»■"■ •*--—--»*-^- 
